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Abstract

This article investigates household structures and household formation patterns among Orthodox

Christians and Muslim Bulgarians in the Rhodope Mountains between 1875 and 1935. The analysis,

which is based on the computerized evaluation of household listings as well as on ethnographic

sources, reveals obvious differences in the structures of Orthodox and Muslim households. Muslim

households were more likely to be complex, whereas among the Orthodox population, nuclear families

prevailed. But, despite the different cultural backgrounds and economic activities of the two

communities, the underlying structure of their household formations shared also some common

features. Christian and Muslim households did not differ with respect to size. The complex households

of the Muslims were just a phase in the developmental cycle and rarely included more than two simple

families. Among both Christians and Muslims, the village community was more important than

descent groups. The Rhodopes therefore do not fit into the pattern of the zadruga (the large, complex

family household in the western Balkans). A division appears to have existed between family forms

and social network patterns for the eastern and western Balkans. Clearly, generalizations about family

structures are difficult because of the great variability of family patterns within the Balkans.
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1. Introduction

Despite Todorova’s (1993) extensive research, summarized in her study about family

structures in 19th-century Ottoman Bulgaria, and a more recent collection on kinship

structures in Bulgaria in the past and present (Brunnbauer & Kaser, 2001), the historical

study of Bulgarian families still lacks micro-studies based on quantitative sources as well as

efforts to reconstruct the social, economic, and cultural contexts of patterns of historical

household formation. This is due partly to the scarcity of computable sources for the period

before the second half of the 19th century. Useful demographic data, household listings, and

similar quantitative primary sources, however, do exist for later periods. Todorova (1993) has

used some of them for the Ottoman period. On the basis of her sources, which concern only a

few Bulgarian regions, she came to wide-ranging conclusions and generalizations, assuming

that ‘‘there is an overall predominance of small simple-family households in the country’’ (p.

131). Todorova aimed at deconstructing the myth that the zadruga (large joint-family

households) was predominant throughout the Balkans in the 19th century. Although she

succeeded in doing so, many questions remain unanswered because her interpretation was

largely based on computerized calculations that do not explain the social and economic

rationale of household formation patterns (see Todorova, 1996, for a summary of her findings).

For a long time in Bulgarian ethnography and historiography, it was assumed that zadruga-

like households predominated in much of the country until the early 20th century. Especially

during Communist rule, an evolutionist history of joint families developing into simple,

‘‘socialist’’ families was constructed (see, for example, Makevaava, 1991, pp. 132 f.;

Vakarelski, 1977, pp. 447 f.). Those studies generalized findings to the whole country based

on Bulgarian and foreign researchers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, who produced

evidence for the existence of large joint families in western Bulgaria (Bobčev, 1906–1907;

Gešov, 1887; Marinov, 1891–1894; Mosely, 1976a, 1976b; also see Frolec, 1967). Similar

notions circulated about the prevalent family forms in the Ottoman Empire, especially among

its Muslim inhabitants said to have been living mainly in complex, patriarchal households.

However, modern research on Ottoman family forms showed that regionally different patterns

of household formation existed. Depending on the local context, nuclear household formation

patterns could evolve as well as joint ones (Duben & Behar, 1991; Gerber, 1989).

The joint families of western Bulgaria correspond to what Kaser (1995) has called the

Balkan family household. Those households consisted of at least two patrilineally related,

conjugal units, and often other kin as well. The household, or more accurately its adult male

members, owned the property communally (in Bulgarian, zadružno). Due to the patrivirilocal

postmarital residence pattern, married sons stayed with their father and, in many cases, did not

divide the household after his death. The patrilineal organization of households distributed

power based on patriarchy and seniority (Kaser, 1995, pp. 265 f.). The ideological expressions

of this kind of household-organization were ancestor worship, honor of men, and inferiority of

women. Households of this type could include several dozen people. Western Bulgaria was the

eastern boundary of the Balkan family household pattern, which Kaser defined as an

autochthonous Balkan institution (p. 61). Its social and economic foundation was associated

with isolation, pastoralism, and rudimentary institutions of state or church (Mitterauer, 1996, p.
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399; see Kaser, 1992). The specific requirements concerning labor organization that result

from sheep and goat breeding, as well as security needs, favored the formation of joint

families, which were embedded in larger patrilineal social groups (tribes or clans). A positive

correlation between transhumant sheep breeding and the formation of complex households

could also be established for the Greek Vlach village of Syrakko (Caftanzoglou, 1994, p. 83).

Students of the family in the Balkans, such as Kaser and Todorova, therefore believed that joint

households prevailed in the mountainous areas of the Balkans because such household

formations provided solutions to the problems of mobile cattle breeding, isolation, and

insecurity presumably characteristic of such mountain societies. Both Kaser and Todorova

considered the Rhodope Mountains part of this pattern, since transhumant sheep breeding was

the main economic activity there in the 19th century as well (Kaser, 1995, p. 335, 1996, p. 380;

Todorova, 1993, p. 148, 1996, p. 452). However, the case study of the Rhodope Mountains

discussed in this article reveals that family patterns differed considerably in the mountains of

the Balkans. Similar ecological conditions did not necessarily lead to the same household

structures because the political, social, and economic conditions were different. Moreover, this

study shows that Muslim households in the Ottoman Balkans and its former territories did not

always correspond to the image of large complex formations.

2. The Rhodope Mountains

The Rhodopes are a mountain range along the border between Bulgaria and Greece. From

west to east, they range over 220 km, and from north to south, 100. In total, they comprise

around 14,700 km2. The western parts of the mountains are higher, with elevations of over

2100 m (for example, Goljam Perelik is 2191 m). The eastern Rhodopes are not as tall, but

the slopes are still rather steep. Although few rock formations are without vegetation, the

mountains are generally steep and shaped by many deep valleys. The Rhodopes are often

referred to as ‘‘a sea of mountains.’’ Fertile, alluvial soil is scarce. Climatically, they belong to

the transitional zone between Continental and Mediterranean climates. Winters are quite long

at elevations of between 800 and 1000 m, where most villages of the western and central

Rhodopes are located. Mountain peaks may be covered with snow from late October until

early April, making agricultural conditions quite unfavorable.

Most of the surviving pertinent sources relate to the central Rhodopes, which possessed a

distinct economic development during the 19th century. Moreover, differences between

Orthodox Bulgarians and Bulgarian Muslims (Pomaks)1 can be clearly shown for this area; its

mixed religious communities can serve as units of comparison. The period considered here

1 Technically, the term Pomaks corresponds to the Muslims of Bosnia; they were descendants from a local

Christian Slavic population who adopted Islam during the 500 years of Ottoman rule. Although the reasons for

their conversion have not yet been fully explained, major factors seemed to be social and economic. Like their

Bosnian counterparts, the Pomaks (or Bulgarian Muslims) carry some features of a distinct ethnicity (see

Karagiannis, 1997). Many did not have a national or ethnic Bulgarian identity. In this article, Bulgarian Muslims

are referred to as Pomaks and Bulgarian Orthodox Christians as Christians.
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starts with the second quarter of the 19th century and ends with the 1930s. During these

roughly 100 years, the mountains experienced a full cycle from isolation to market integration

and back. Moreover, this period was characterized by a change in the administrative

affiliation of the Rhodopes. Until 1885, they were all part of the Ottoman Empire—and

until 1912, the main part. In 1912, when the Ottoman were driven out of Europe (except for

eastern Thrace), the Rhodopes were divided between Bulgaria and Greece. Bulgaria received

the larger part as well as an outlet to the Aegean Sea (western Thrace). As a result of the First

World War, western Thrace, which also included some of the southern slopes of the

Rhodopes, was lost to Greece in the peace treaty of Neuilly (1919). The drawing and

redrawing of borders has had important effects on the economy of the Rhodopes. The history

of the Rhodope Mountains may therefore shed some light on the local consequences of the

end of Ottoman rule (see Kanev, 1975, for a history of the Rhodopes).

3. The sources

Due to the scarcity of relevant sources, investigating family structures in the Ottoman

Balkans proves to be quite difficult. There exist only a few household listings and similar

registers, which would allow the computed reconstruction of family types. The Orthodox

church did not have the same tradition as western Christianity of keeping parish registers and

household descriptions similar to the libri status animarum. Ottoman tax registers are based

on the tax category hane, which is often translated as ‘‘household,’’ but at best allows only

rough estimations of the distribution of household types (see Todorova, 1993, pp. 103f.).

Finally, Ottoman censuses did not count women until 1885.

For the central Rhodopes, however, three parish-household listings from the late 19th

century exist. They were set up by priests of the villages of Široka lǎka (in 1877), Čepelare

(1880), and Stojkite (1880). Since the early 20th century, the state has urged all village

authorities to compile village household listings. Some have refused to do so, some have done

so inaccurately, and in some cases, the registers have been destroyed. But in general,

sufficient household listings for the reconstruction of the distribution of household types for

the time period under consideration have been handed down to the present. In this article,

seven of them have been used to compare Muslim Pomak and Orthodox Bulgarian house-

holds. Two of them include Pomaks exclusively, two others include Pomaks predominantly,

while two have a more or less balanced distribution, and one refers to an exclusively

Orthodox village. Besides household listings, parish registers that record life-cycle events,

such as baptism, marriage, and death, exist for a number of villages for the late 19th and early

20th century. These computable sources can be complemented with contemporary eth-

nographic materials, unpublished field notes of Bulgarian ethnographers, and the results of

my own fieldwork.2 Moreover, the archive in Smoljan, the major town of the region, provides

rich material for analyzing the economic situation of the central Rhodopes.

2 I did my fieldwork mainly during 1995, 1996, and 1997. In total, I conducted interviews for approximately 6

months in the villages of the central Rhodopes.
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4. The economy of the central Rhodopes

The 19th and early 20th century economy of the central Rhodopes could be divided into

self-sufficient agro-pastoralism on the one hand, and a wider range of market-integrated

activities on the other. The first economic strategy was employed mainly by Pomaks, the

second by Christians. Most Pomak households were based on mixed farming, which

combined agriculture and transhumant sheep breeding. In contrast, Christian men were

usually employed either as shepherds by owners of large sheep flocks or as itinerant

craftsmen. This pattern existed at least from the early 19th century until the late 1920s

(on this phenomenon in the Balkans cf. Palareit, 1987). Data from 1891 on occupational

structure illustrate this situation for the Christian villages of Slaveino, Davidkovo, and Turjan

and for the mixed Christian and Muslim villages of Dolno Rajkovo, Arda, and Petkovo

(see Table 1).

Since virtually all craftsmen were itinerant, more than 60% of the household heads in those

villages worked away from home most of the year. Their subsistence was not based on

ownership of land and cattle, which made it unlikely for them to form joint households akin

to the ‘‘Balkan family household.’’ Household heads classified as peasants were part of the

small Pomak population of those villages. A marriage record from the Christian village of

Jugovo dating from the late 19th century presents a similar picture. From 1893 to 1900, 80%

of married men were masons and only 10% were peasants (District State Archive [hence,

ODA] of Smoljan, section [f.] 359k, register [op.] 1, document [a.e.] 2–8). In the mixed

village of Čepelare during the same period, 95.2% of the Pomak bridegrooms were peasants

Table 1

Occupational structure of predominantly Christian villages in the Kaza of Ahicelebi,a 1891

Occupation of household head Frequency %

Peasant 114 14.2

Small trader 22 2.7

Tailor 134 16.7

Weaver and cloth trader 32 4.0

Mason 213 26.5

Tin smith 31 3.9

Copper smith 6 0.7

Dyer 46 5.7

Saddler 10 1.2

Carter 43 5.3

Lime-burner 14 1.7

Sheep breeder 113 14.1

Shoemaker 12 1.5

Other craftsmen 14 1.7

Total 804 100
a The kaza Ahicelebi was the Ottoman administrative unit, which included large parts of the central Rhodopes

until 1912.

Source: Okrǎžen dǎržaven arhiv [District State Archive, henceforth abbreviated as ‘ODA’] Plovdiv, section [f.]

52k, register (op.) 1, document (a.e.) 177.
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as opposed to 22.2% of the Christians. Among the latter, 22.2% were masons, 18.5% civil

servants, 11.1% shepherds, and 7.4% tailors. The occupational structure of the Christian

population was generally diverse. This economic pattern continued to exist after the First

World War. A register containing information about household size, occupation, land and

cattle ownership from the mixed village of Arda provides the same structure in 1929. Among

Pomak household heads, 88.6% were peasants compared with only 3.7% among Christian

household heads. The main occupational groups among Christians were masons (41.1% of all

heads counted), forest rangers (16.8%), tailors (11.2%), and shepherds (6.5%) (ODA

Smoljan, f. 8k, op. 1, a.e. 50).

The major economic difference between Pomaks and Christians was that the former owned

more land than the latter, who could not sustain themselves with agricultural activities alone.

In Arda, even in 1929, when the Pomaks had already lost much of their land, they still owned

considerably more than the Christians (an average of 1.92 ha of arable land compared to 0.93;

ODA Smoljan, f. 8k, op. 1, a.e. 50). As is typical of mountains throughout the world, the lack

of land forced the population to open their communities and embark on nonfarming

occupations. In the case of the Christians of the Rhodopes, these included seasonal labor

migration and various other auxiliary activities (McNeill, 1992, pp. 117 ff.).

The market integration of the Christian population began in the 1830s, when the Ottoman

government’s huge orders for woolen cloths for its army stimulated transhumant sheep

breeding in the central Rhodopes. Generally, Bulgarian lands benefited from the economic

recovery of the European parts of the Ottoman Empire during the first half of the 19th

century and became main producers of wool and woolen textiles. Mountain towns, where

arable land was scarce, became centers of handicraft, trade, and sheep breeding. The local

economy of the Rhodopes also benefited greatly because of its relative closeness to major

Ottoman urban centers such as Edirne, Plovdiv, Pazardžik, Xanthi, Komotini, Saloniki, and

even Istanbul. Between the 1830s and 1870s in the Rhodopes, flourishing proto-industrial

production of cloth developed under the guidance of a rich merchant family in Plovdiv

(Todorov, 1972, pp. 230 ff.). Many households, Christian and Muslim alike, wove cloth and

were integrated into the putting-out system organized by that family. Thus, rural excess labor

could be exploited and much needed additional cash income generated. But it was mostly

the Christian population that had to look for nonfarming economic opportunities while

Muslim households were combining cloth production for the market with farming, still the

mainstay of their subsistence. After the decline of marketed cloth production, households

still devoted time to weaving for private use (Palareit, 1983, p. 361). The end of proto-

industrial cloth production coincided with the sharp decline of sheep breeding after 1878–

1885 when the drawing of new borders impeded the free movement of flocks between

summer and winter pastures that now were often in different countries. After Bulgaria lost

its access to the Aegean in 1919, transhumant, large-scale sheep breeding in the Rhodopes

virtually came to an end. Many sheep breeders and shepherds became seasonal labor

migrants as masons. Masonry and weaving had been important seasonal trades for the

Christian population throughout the 19th century, and remained so well into the 1920s.

Meanwhile, the Pomak population remained oriented toward subsistence farming. After

1918, however, many Christian households also had to change to farming because the local
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economy of the Rhodopes was in a sharp decline as a result of the Balkan Wars and the First

World War. Christians could increase the land they possessed when the region became part

of Bulgaria, and many Muslims left the Rhodopes—or were expelled. During the interwar

period, the Rhodope Mountains were one of the most isolated and poorest regions in

Bulgaria.

The difference in economic orientation of Pomaks and Christians led their households to

meet diverging requirements. Pomak households remained productive and consumptive

units. A household had to supply enough labor to work its land and keep its cattle. The

amount of labor did not need to be stable, however, because new units could be created

through division of households and their property. Until the late 19th century, population

density remained low, and many Muslim families could add to their holdings by clearing

more land. The Ottoman government even encouraged the cultivation of wasteland to extend

its tax base. But since such land was mostly marginal, the possibility of extending the

subsistence basis was nevertheless limited. Likewise, herds could not surpass a given

ecological level dependent on the amount of communal pasture available. Pomak households

had to find a balance between agriculture and cattle breeding based on specific land and labor

requirements; hence, Pomak economy was essentially household based. In contrast, Christian

men worked and consumed in nonhousehold organizations most of the year. Although

kinship was also important, their organizations were mainly constructed on the basis of

vocational considerations. Christian households did not have to cope with a given amount of

resources for subsistence production: men earned money and women cared for the house-

hold’s small plots.

5. Social integration of households

Households cannot be understood without analyzing their integration into the broader

social networks. In the mountains they could not cope alone with all the tasks they had to

fulfill. Moreover, to sustain the fragile ecological balance of mixed mountain farming,

households had to coordinate their strategies with each other. The main institution of control

and coordination was the village community, which was of extraordinary importance in the

Rhodopes—as in other mountain societies in the world (Viazzo, 1989, p. 24; for the village

community in southeastern Europe, see Stahl, 1986; for Bulgaria, also see Markova, 1960).

The village community possessed common land to which only village members had access,

and which was important for the households that used it as pasture. The village community

also decided where fields could be planted and which ones had to lie fallow. It exerted

strong moral control. In 1867, the Ottoman government made villages the smallest official

administrative units. As much as possible, villages tried to control their own affairs and

settle disputes without involving outside authorities. They also attempted to be endogamous

units.

A major reason for interhousehold cooperation was the lack of labor, which both Pomak

and Christian households experienced regularly. Despite the relatively small plots, the mixed

mountain farming practiced by the Pomaks was a labor-intensive endeavor. Plots were
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highly fragmented and scattered throughout the whole village area, which is typical of

mountain farming (Friedl, 1973). Fragmentation of land reduced risks, especially for hail

damage, but led to great distances between workplace and home. After 1919, Pomak

households expanded their tobacco production, which was quite labor-intensive, without

ceasing to produce other crops for self-consumption. Moreover, Pomak households kept

sheep and goats, often in a transhumant way.3 This meant at least one man of the household

was busy with the cattle. Therefore, Pomak households experienced labor shortages during

the peak periods of agricultural labor. The most reasonable coping strategy was flexibility—

instead of forming large households, employ workers only when the need arose. Christian

households were confronted with labor shortages as well, mainly because most of the men

were absent during the year and not all of them returned for the agricultural peak period.

Since a landless class of dispossessed or disinherited people did not exist, neither day

laborers (at least not until the 1920s) nor servants were available. The lack of (life cycle)

servants could be observed throughout southeastern and eastern Europe (Kaser, 2000,

p. 181).

In this situation, Pomak and Christian households turned to cooperative labor, which was

exchanged reciprocally among kin and/or neighbors (Brunnbauer, 2000). Cooperative labor

did not have to be paid. The only duty of the household receiving help was to provide food

and drinks, which it could produce. Thus, money was not involved, even though Christian

households were integrated in a monetary economy. Contemporary reports and my own

fieldwork have shown that cooperative labor was a common phenomenon in the villages of

the central Rhodopes. Besides helping with agricultural tasks, cooperative labor was

important in, for example, the construction of houses and the creation of the trousseau,

which mainly consisted of clothes, carpets, pillows, and blankets. Hence, the social network

of cooperating households helped in the establishment of new households. Households were

entitled to help if they had invested time and labor in the social network and had reciprocated

the help they had received. On the other hand, the possibility of cooperative labor depended

on specific features of social organization:

1. Real division of property when it was transferred from the father to his sons (women were

excluded from inheritance); thus competition between sons for the father’s property and

the right to establish one’s own household usually did not develop, and feelings of

solidarity between brothers and their families could emerge (see Cole & Wolf, 1974, p.

244).

2. Kinship was not exclusively patrilineal. Although property was transferred only along the

male line, mother’s kin were of equal importance for the construction of household net-

works. Marriage and artificial kinship could enlarge the networks of a household fromwhich

it could draw help. The Christian craftsmen had yet another source of help: professional

3 During summer, sheep were kept in mountain pastures near the home villages, and during winter, in the

lowlands along the Aegean shore. Households cooperated in the organization of transhumant sheep breeding by

forming groups of men who pastured the sheep and by building common dairies during the summer.
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organizations (guilds), which during Ottoman times supported their members with help in

kind and money. Of primary importance was the guilds’ help with the construction of hou-

ses for their younger members.

These economic and social structures were embodied in the households in the Rhodopes.

They were not isolated monads and, in many cases, did not act autonomously but rather

within the networks in which they were integrated. In the case of Pomak households, kinship

and the village community were the main mechanisms of social integration; Christian

households had an additional network, professional organizations that linked them to the

wider, and eventually to the global market.

Table 2

Household structures of Orthodox Bulgarians and Pomaks (1877–1928)

Široka lǎka

(437 households)

Čepelare

(89 households)

Arda

(160 households)

Bogutevo

(161 households)

Religion Orthodox Muslim

Household type %

Solitaries 0.9 2.3 1.2

No family structures 0.2 2.3 0.7 0.6

31 10.6 6.8 2.6 5.0

32 59.5 64.8 45.8 38.5

33 0.7 1.1 0.6

34 10.0 8.0 7.2 5.0

Simple families 80.8 80.7 55.5 49.1

41 5.3 3.4 27.5 9.9

43 1.6 2.0 3.1

44 0.2

45 0.2 0.7 0.6

47 3.7 4.5 3.3 7.5

Extended families 11.0 7.9 33.3 21.1

51 1.2

53 0.5 4.3

55 4.2 6.8 10.5 23.6

56 0.5

57 0.7

Multiple families 7.1 6.8 10.5 27.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sources: for Široka lǎka: ODA Smoljan f. 44k, op. 2, a.e. 7; for Čepelare: ODA Smoljan f. 142k, op. 1, a.e. 4; for

Arda: ODA Smoljan f. 8k, op. 1, a.e. 137; for Bogutevo: Registǎr za naselenieto na s. Bogutevo, kept in the

municipality of Čepelare.

A modified version of the Laslett–Hammel classifying scheme was used: 31 = couple without children,

32 = couple with children, 33 = father with children, 34 =mother with children, 41 = simple family with ancestor,

42 = simple family with ascendant relative, 43 = simple family with unmarried sibling, 44 = simple family with

lateral relative, 45 = simple family with offspring, 47 = combination of 41–46, 51 = family with ancestral family,

53 = frérèches, 55 = family with married offspring, 56 = household with family of descendant relative’s family,

57 = household with families of different generations.
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6. Household structures

Earlier Bulgarian studies assumed that zadrugas were the predominant household structure

in the Rhodope Mountains in the 19th and early 20th centuries (Koleva, 1969; Makaveeva,

1995). However, these studies were not based on historical sources and therefore are of limited

value because they reiterate many myths about family forms in the past. My reassessment is

based on the analysis of household records, whose limitation is that they only evoke one

moment in the continuous flow of household cycles. They merely show the realization of a

structure at a particular moment of time without explaining it. Simple family households in a

listing might have evolved from joint ones or might develop into joint ones later. Since

household listings are lacking in the Rhodopes, that would represent the household cycle over

several years, other sources must be included to reconstruct household formation patterns,

such as parish registers and qualitative materials. Yet existing household records do allow first

conclusions about some significant differences: Pomak households were more likely to be

complex (extended or multiple) than Christian ones. Five representative listings bear out this

assumption. They concern the villages of Široka lǎka (1877, only Christians), Čepelare (1880,

only Christians registered), Arda (1913, only Pomaks registered), Bogutevo (1928, Pomaks

only) in Table 2, and Čepelare (1920, Pomaks and Christians) in Table 3.

The results were unequivocal: whereas simple families constituted more than 80% of all

Christian households, complex households accounted for at least 40% of all Pomak house-

holds registered. The most common forms of extension were simple families with one parent

or families with married son(s). Lateral extensions as frérèches were rare. By analyzing the

process of household formation, reasons for differences become clearer.

Table 3

Household structures of a mixed village (Čepelare, 1920)

Orthodox

(61 households)

Muslim

(37 households)

Household type %

Solitaries 1.6 2.7

31 14.8

32 60.7 43.2

33 3.3 2.7

34 3.3 2.7

Simple families 82.0 48.6

41 11.5 16.2

42 2.7

47 1.6 2.7

Extended families 13.1 21.6

51 2.7

55 3.3 24.3

Multiple families 3.3 27.0

Total 100.0 100.0

Source: Registǎr za graždanskoto sǎstojanie na obština Čepelare, kept in the municipality of Čepelare.
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7. Household formation

Central social actions that determined household formation and the composition of

households were the marriage pattern, the pattern of postmarital residency, the timing of

establishing a new household, and the transmission of property. Forms of social integration

also influence household formation, as shown above.

7.1. Marriage

One aim of marriage was the reproduction of the group and its religious and social identity.

Christians and Pomaks did not intermarry, and within their communities they tried to marry in

a socially endogamous way. Moreover, whenever possible, marriages took place inside the

boundaries of the village community; but they might have to go outside to respect incest

taboos and when women outnumbered men.

Notions about the suitable age for first marriages differed considerably between Pomaks

and Christians. Contemporary observers agree that Pomaks usually married very early. Girls

were considered capable of marriage by the age of 12 and were given to their spouses at age 15

to 16 (Bǎlgarska Akademija na Naukite, 1994, p. 148). Until the early 20th century, Pomak

men would marry before reaching 20 (Makaveeva, 1991, p. 64). Despite widespread ignorance

of Pomaks about their birth-dates, their approximate age at first marriage can nevertheless be

calculated. In the Pomak village of Vladikovo between 1896 and 1910, the average age at first

marriage was 17.87 years for men and 16.65 years for women (ODA Smoljan, f. 376k, op. 1,

a.e. 1–24). Those ages seem to be representative for Pomaks before World War I. After 1918,

the average age at first marriage increased slightly because the Bulgarian government tried to

enforce as the legal minimum ages for marriage 20 years for males and 18 for females. Yet the

age at first marriage remained very low, especially for Pomak women. In the Pomak village of

Trigrad, an informant reported, ‘‘Girls married before the age of 20. At 20, they were already

considered old virgins. The youngest married at 13.’’ Journals likewise reported marriages of

12-year-old girls in the 1930s (Rodopski pregled 3, 1934, pp. 75–77).

The low age at marriage of Pomak women was related to the extremely high importance

virginity had in their culture and to the strong control of female sexuality by the men of the

household. The woman’s virginity was checked after her first night with her spouse. If the bed

sheet showed blood, her father-in-law gave her a golden coin. If not, she was humiliated in

public and returned to her parents. Her future outlook would be bleak: either she had to stay

with her parents, who consequently disliked and burdened her with the heaviest work, or she

was given to an old widower or a dishonorable man (Bobčev, 1896, p. 193; Archive of the

Ethnographic Institute and Museum [AEIM], 84-I, p. 58; AEIM, 84-IV, p. 14). Hence, low

age at marriage increased the likelihood of virginity. To compensate for the early loss of

daughters, whose labor was important for the household, sons also were married early to

bring in wives. Pomaks say that people married early in the past ‘‘to start with work as soon

as possible.’’ Moreover, early marriages were arranged by the parents, who thus maintained

their authority over the new couple. Daughters-in-law, who married into strange households,

were subject to the authority of their parents-in-law. Early marriages were also preferred by
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Islam (’Abd-al-’Ati, 1977, p. 54f.). Another Islamic influence on the Pomaks’ marriage

behavior was the practice of levirate marriages. By contrast, Christians considered it a sin to

marry the wife of one’s deceased brother.

Among Christians, age at marriage was higher. Despite Todorova’s (1993) assumption that

‘‘the idea of socially approved minimum living standards for marriage . . . below which

individuals were loath to descend when marrying and forming new households was missing in

Bulgaria and in the Balkans, as in Southern Europe’’ (p. 56), Christians in the central

Rhodopes had a clear notion of what a man should own in order to be able to marry. According

to a local journal entry written in 1905, ‘‘If a young man reaches the age to form his own

family, his greatest concern is to build a house, or for his parents to build it’’ (Rodopski

napredǎk, 2, 1905, p. 67). Similarly, Bobčev (1896) writes in his collection of Bulgarian

customary law practices, ‘‘From the age of 15 Christian boys save money to build a house and

to buy cattle and land in order to reach marriage status’’ (p. 44). All contemporary observers

have shared the opinion that for a man to marry, he must at least own a house. The fieldwork I

conducted led to similar results. Moreover, a bridegroom needed to have completed his

professional training. Among craftsmen and shepherds, age of marriage was therefore between

23 and 30 years. In 1877 in the village of Široka lǎka, the mean age at marriage was around 27

for Christian men and 20 for women. Between 1893 and 1900 in Jugovo, a village of masons,

the age of first marriage was 23 for Christian men and 19.5 for women (ODA Smoljan, f.

359k, op. 1, a.e. 2–8; f. 376k, op. 1, a.e. 6–15). Since Christian couples usually formed a new

household, late marriages were beneficial to the parents, who wanted to retain the working

power of their unmarried children for their own household as long as possible.

Thus, the Pomak marriage pattern definitely corresponded to the ‘‘traditional’’ in the

classification by Hajnal (1965, p. 109). The Christian pattern took a somewhat intermediary

position between the ‘‘European’’ and the ‘‘traditional’’ patterns. Mean ages at marriage of

slightly less than 20 years for women and 23–27 years for men resembled the Mediterranean

model (Laslett, 1983, p. 526 f.). Consequently, marriage behavior of Christians in the central

Rhodopes very much resembled that of town-dwellers in 19th-century Ottoman Bulgaria

(Todorova, 1993, pp. 40 f.). Data from the central Rhodopes show that both patterns could

actually be practiced in the same places at the same time, but by different religious communities.

Once again the problematic nature of generalizations in the Balkan context becomes apparent.

Despite important differences in marriageable ages, Christian and Pomak marriage patterns

shared some common features:

1. Marriage was universal. Among the Christian population of Široka lǎka and Čepelare

(1877 and 1920), virtually no women or men remained unmarried after the ages of 30 and

35, respectively. All Pomak women of the villages of Arda (1913), Čepelare (1920), and

Bogutevo (1928) married before reaching 25, while the men married before they reached

30, or in Bogutevo, 35 (see Table 4). Universal marriage is a typical feature of the

‘‘traditional’’ marriage pattern.

2. Parents controlled the choice of their offsprings’ mate. Even up until the first half of the

20th century, parents arranged marriages, especially among the Pomaks. Christian parents

surrendered some of their authority in this regard after World War I.
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3. Men were not allowed to marry before their older brothers, and women not before their

older sisters. The sequence was strictly observed in both communities, indicating a

pronounced tendency to think in age categories.

7.2. Postmarital residency

The different ages at first marriage and the notion of an economic minimum requirement

for marrying for Christian men, at least ideologically, resulted in two different postmarital

residency patterns. Whereas neolocality was the Christian ideal, the new Pomak couple

usually settled with the husband’s parents. A simple way to answer the question of whether

marriage led to the formation of a new household is to correlate the status of household head

with that of all married men by age group.

As Tables 5 and 6 illustrate, most men became household heads at a relatively young age.

Among Christians, in virtually all age groups, most married men were already heads. The

share of Pomak men, who took the status of household head immediately after they married,

was lower. They married earlier than Christian men and had to wait longer to acquire a

household. But most of them became household heads before they reached 40. Thus, many

married Pomak sons left their father’s household before his death, and almost no married

brothers continued to live together after their father’s death. Pomak households usually

divided in every generation. Reasons for the division were numerous: first of all, the

establishment of new households was economically possible. Internal tensions often arose

in joint households because their members had different interests. Especially relationships

between the parents and the daughters-in-law were described as strained. And households

simply could grow too large to be manageable. Household division, furthermore, did not

mean an end to close cooperation between the families that previously constituted the joint

household, as usually they also lived nearby.

7.3. Property transmission

Conceptions of property transmission in the central Rhodopes were determined by notions

of equal male inheritance. Thus, they belong to the wider context of models of property

transmission in Europe east of the Hajnal Line, which stretched approximately from St.

Table 4

Percentages of unmarried by age group

Age group Široka lǎka, 1877 Stojkite, 1880 Arda, 1913 Bogutevo, 1928

Religion Orthodox Orthodox Muslim Muslim

Sex Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

15–19 99.1 94 95.2 81.8 92.3 66.7 90.4 72.5

20–24 92.6 38.7 56.3 29.2 55.6 34.8 31.4 7.2

25–29 51.9 8.3 23.1 8.3 37.5 0 4.5 0

45–49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sources: as Table 2, and for Stojkite: ODA Smoljan, f. 247k, op. 1, a.e. 25.
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Table 6

Married men by household status and age, Part 2

Arda, 1934 Čepelare, 1920

Religion Orthodox Muslim Orthodox Muslim

Age

group

Married

heads

Total of

married

men

% Married

heads

Total of

married

men

% Married

heads

Total of

married

men

% Married

heads

Total of

married

men

%

20–24 3 6 50.0 2 3 67

25–29 2 4 50 7 8 87.5 2 8 25

30–34 9 10 90 5 7 71 9 9 100 5 9 56

35–39 3 4 75 6 7 85.7 4 4 100

40–44 4 4 100 2 2 100 11 11 100 5 5 100

45–49 2 2 100 1 3 33 4 4 100 5 5 100

50–54 5 5 100 4 4 100 3 3 100

55–59 3 3 100 1 1 100 4 4 100 4 4 100

60–64 2 3 67 1 1 100 3 3 100

65–69 2 2 100 1 1 100 3 3 100 1 1 100

70–74 6 6 100 2 3 67

75–79 2 2 100 1 1 100

>80 1 1 100

Sources: for Arda: ODA Smoljan, f. 8k, op. 3, a.e. 1; for Čepelare: Registǎr za graždanskoto sǎstojanie, kept in

the municipality of Čepelare.

Table 5

Married men by household status and age, Part 1

Široka lǎka, 1877 Čepelare, 1880 Bogutevo, 1928

Religion Orthodox Muslim

Age group Married

heads

Total of

married

men

% Married

heads

Total of

married

men

% Married

heads

Total of

married

men

%

10–14 0 1 0

15–19 1 1 100 1 5 20

20–24 4 6 67 3 4 75 13 36 36

25–29 19 27 70 2 5 40 26 42 62

30–34 46 56 82 13 16 77 20 24 83

35–39 83 91 91 14 14 100 8 13 62

40–44 40 41 98 8 9 89 9 10 90

45–49 49 49 100 7 8 88 8 9 89

50–54 26 26 100 7 7 100 8 10 80

55–59 26 26 100 5 6 83 12 12 100

60–64 33 33 100 3 3 100 17 17 100

65–69 12 12 100 2 2 100 11 11 100

70–74 20 23 87 4 4 100 5 5 100

75–79 7 7 100 2 2 100 2 2 100

>80 5 8 63 1 1 100

Sources: see Table 2.
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Petersburg to Trieste (see Kaser, 2000). In those models, if property was divided at all, it was

equally distributed among the male offspring. Women were excluded from inheritance of

productive property and buildings; they received no dowry, only a trousseau. Also, in the

Rhodopes, women usually did not inherit.4 In the case of the Pomaks, the exclusion of

women from inheritance was a clear violation of the Sheriat Law, which prescribes female

inheritance. Customary law proved stronger than religious law, however. In 1890, the

Bulgarian government tried to enforce equal inheritance for women through passage of a

new inheritance law, which was generally ignored in rural areas. Therefore, it was amended in

1905: male heirs should receive twice as much as female heirs. This regulation was

disregarded as well. Even after the First World War, cases of female inheritance in the

central Rhodopes remained rare. Often women renounced ‘‘voluntarily’’ inheritance to which

they were entitled (Bakalov, 1934, p. 34). The woman’s property share was her trousseau,

which could be very large indeed. The trousseau remained her private property. At marriage,

Pomak women were supposed to receive a bride-gift in the form of a golden coin from their

parents-in-law. This gift (mehr) formed an obligatory element of Muslim marriages and

remained in the bride’s possession (Duben & Behar, 1991, p. 114).

Two considerations decisively influenced the way property transmission shaped the

formation of households: first, whether the property should be divided at all, and second,

at what moment during the household cycle should the division should occur. If division of

property were related to the marriage of sons, neolocal postmarital residence was more likely.

In this case, the nuclear phase would be the longest in the household cycle and consecutively,

household structures of the simple family type would prevail. Bobčev’s (1896, 1902)

collection of Bulgarian customary law habits also contained information about inheritance

in the Rhodopes. Whereas Pomaks preferred to divide the property after the father’s death,

Christians divided it while the father was still alive (Bobčev, 1902, pp. 70–76). If a

household had no sons, either a boy or young man was adopted, or a son-in-law (domazet)

brought into it. Both cases were rare. To live as a son-in-law in the household of one’s

parents-in-law was quite humiliating and therefore restricted to men from very poor families.

In both communities, the father had the opportunity to give his sons parts of their heritage

when they married. On the other hand, among Pomaks the division of property was often

more of a legal than a real act because the heirs continued to work the late father’s land

together as a unit.

In a mountain environment with scarce natural resources, division was a difficult issue. It

was less a problem for the Christians, as their economy was not based on the ownership of

land. Sheep breeders used the extensive pasture of the village, and in winter, the even more

extensive fallow lands of landholders in the plains. Craftsmen pursued nonagricultural

endeavors and did not depend on land at all. Pomaks, for whom land was an important

resource, had the option of clearing land. Slash-and-burn agriculture was commonly practiced

until the early 20th century. Together with the income Pomak households could earn from

4 Some Ottoman inheritance documents from the 19th century show Muslim women inheriting. This was

exceptional and restricted to unmarried daughters of the deceased.
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cloth production in the 19th century, property division was possible because new viable

households could be established. But from the late 19th century on, pressures on land steadily

increased and holdings became ever smaller due to divisions of property. Some holdings

reached the minimum size to be ecologically and economically viable. Massive emigration of

Pomaks after the integration of the Rhodopes into Bulgaria (1885 and 1912) proved to be a

safety valve against overpopulation, although its primary reasons were political. After 1918,

another strategy to cope with overpopulation and the decline of traditional market-integrated

activities was tobacco production, which stimulated further property divisions. Even on small

holdings enough tobacco could be produced to make a living as long as the price remained

stable, which was the case until 1929. In 1926, the average household in the central Rhodopes

owned less than 1.6 ha of arable land, which was less than the already very low Bulgarian

mean size of holdings (Kuzmanov, 1967, p. 20).

7.4. Composition of households

Differences in household structures between Christians and Pomaks emanated from their

different household formation patterns, but shared features seemed important, too. House-

holds in the central Rhodopes consisted only of related persons, as was typical of the Balkans.

Lateral extensions were rare and as a rule, normally included only unmarried siblings. Due to

the principle of seniority that the oldest male was the household head, the categories of

grandfather and father seldom occurred (see Table 7).

A significant feature of the household composition of the Pomaks was the higher

frequency of daughters-in-law as a result of patrivirilocal residency, and the lower frequency

of daughters because of early marriages. Interestingly, in Pomak households, the category of

sons was also less frequent than among Christians. Married sons did not stay for more than

several years in their parents’ households—at least not as ‘‘sons.’’ The low frequency of the

category of son-in-law, which in two cases was absent altogether, provides yet more evidence

for the improbability of patriuxorilocal residency.

Most household members were primary relatives of the head—his spouse, sibling, or child.

Their frequency was higher in Christian households. In Christian Široka lǎka, 96.8% of the

household members were primary relatives of the household head and among the Christians

in Čepelare, 93.5%. Among the Pomaks in Arda, 91.5% were primary relatives and in

Bogutevo, 81.4%. These rates were high for southeastern Europe. For instance, household

members who were primary relatives of the head for Syrakko between 1898 and 1929 were

between 72.3% and 81.7% (Caftanzoglou, 1994, p. 89). Central Rhodope households were

structured around the nucleus of the simple family. Extensions were rare and, in most cases,

only included parents, daughters-in-law, and grandchildren; those along the matriline were

virtually absent. The greater frequency of conjugal extensions among Pomaks may also be

represented with the mean number of married persons in a household: in Bogutevo, an

average of 2.7 married persons lived in a household compared with 2.16 in Široka lǎka and

Čepelare. However, the mean size of Pomak and Christian households did not differ because

household complexity among the Pomaks was just one, and not necessarily the longest, phase

in the developmental cycle of households. Even complex households among Pomaks did not
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grow into large conglomerations of kin. The size, which can be calculated on the basis of

household listings and censuses (see Table 8), confirms neither the oral tradition nor the

assumption of many Bulgarian scholars about the ‘‘big families of the past.’’

If population is correlated with household size, the results are similar. Among Christians as

well as Pomaks, the majority of the population lived in households comprising between four

and seven persons. Pomak households did not include more members of working age

Table 7

Relationships to the household head

Široka lǎka Čepelare Arda Bogutevo

Year 1877 1880 1913 1928

Religion Orthodox Muslim

N % N % N % N %

Grandmother 1 0.1

Father 9 0.4 1 0.1

Mother 61 3 3 0.7 47 6.6 32 3.7

Mother’s sister 1 0.05

Stepmother 1 0.1 1 0.1

Male household head 411 20.1 80 19.6 143 20.2 151 17.7

Wife of head 381 18.7 71 17.4 138 19.5 145 17

Husband of head 1 0.2

Female household head 26 1.3 9 2.2 17 2.4 10 1.2

Brother 45 2.2 2 0.5 3 0.4 24 2.8

Brother’s wife 4 0.2 5 0.6

Sister 38 1.9 3 0.7 5 0.7 12 1.4

‘‘Chosen’’ brother 1 0.1

Wife of ‘‘chosen’’ brother 1 0.1

Son 567 27.8 120 29.4 164 23.1 186 21.8

Daughter-in-law 24 1.2 6 1.5 18 2.5 47 5.5

Son-in-law 4 1.0 1 0.1

Daughter 438 21.4 102 25.0 132 18.6 134 15.7

Brother’s son 1 0.1

Brother’s daughter 3 0.4

Stepson 5 0.6

Stepdaughter 4 0.5

Adopted daughter 1 0.1

Son of ‘‘chosen’’ brother 1 0.1

Grandson 16 0.8 3 0.7

Grandson’s wife 1 0.05

Granddaughter 11 0.5 3 0.7

Step-grandchild

Great-grandson 3 0.4

Great-granddaughter 1 0.1 1 0.1

Servant 1 0.1

Unknown 9 0.75 1 0.2 16 2.4

2042 100 408 100 709 100 855 100

Sources: as Table 5.
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(between 15 and 60 years) than Christian ones. In the nine villages mentioned above, the

average number of household members of working age was 2.24 (Barutica) to 3.41 (Christian

households in Čepelare in 1934). A distinction between Pomaks and Christians could not be

established in this respect. With the patrivirilocal residency of their married sons during the

first years of their marriage, Pomak households only compensated for the loss of daughters

without any resulting gain of labor power. On the other hand, in Christian families sons and

daughters remained in their parents’ households for several years after puberty.

8. Four life cycles

To illustrate the analyzed principles of household formation, four ideal-type life cycles can

be constructed. In their ideal form, they represent the main life-course experiences of people

in the central Rhodopes between the 1870s and 1920s. These ideal life courses are based on

actual lives described in various interviews I conducted, as well as through the evaluation of

relevant written sources (see Figs. 1 for Pomaks and 2 for Christians).

1. A Pomak girl is born into a simple, extended, or multiple household depending on the

phase of the household development cycle at the time she was born. If she were born into a

complex household, she would probably experience the establishment of an independent

household by her father. As soon as possible, she would help with farming and

housekeeping. One of her main tasks would be the preparation of her trousseau with help

Table 8

Mean household size in nine central Rhodope villages, 1877–1935

Year Mean size Median

Orthodox Muslim Orthodox Muslim

Široka lǎka 1877 4.68 5

Stojkite 1880 4.79 5

Čepelare 1880 4.58 4

Rupčos (district) 1880 5.13 4.63

Stojkite 1906–1907 6.05 6

Arda 1913 4.43 5

Progled 1920 5.27 6

Čepelare 1920 4.71 4.42 5 4

Bogutevo 1928 5.31 5

Arda 1934 4.92 4.92 5 5

Barutica 1934 4.62 5

Smiljan 1934 6.00 4.50 6 4

Trigrad 1934 6.38 6.19 6 6

Čepelare 1934 4.81 5.17 5 5

Progled 1935 5.97 6

Sources: as Table 2, and for Barutica: ODA Smoljan, f. 8k, op. 3, a.e. 1; for Progled und Čepelare (1920 and

1934): Registǎr za graždanskoto sǎstojanie na s. Čepelare, kept in the municipality of Čepelare; for Smiljan:

Registǎr za naselenieto na Smiljan, Peštera, Tekir, Marino, Doganovo i dr., kept in the municipality of Smiljan.
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from her mother and other female relatives. Her freedom of movement would be restricted,

and she would not be allowed to have contact with unrelated men. At the age of about 15,

her parents would choose a bridegroom for her. She would marry and move into the

household of her parents-in-law. Her first child might be born in that household, but

afterwards she and her husband would leave his parental household and establish a new

one. Her daughters would leave her household when they married, but her sons would

bring home daughters-in-law. After retiring, she would stay with her youngest son. Hence,

a Pomak woman experienced longer multiple household structures in two phases of her

life: in the first years after her marriage and in older age, when her sons married but stayed

awhile in their father’s household. If her husband died first, which was usually the case,

she would spend her last years in the extended household of her youngest son.

Nevertheless, a Pomak woman would spend at least some part of her life in a simple

family.

2. The life course of a Pomak man was quite similar. He, too, might be born into any kind of

household structure. As soon as possible he would also prepare for his future adult role.

Fig. 1. Life courses of Pomak women and men by household constellation (Bogutevo, 1928). x = age cohort;

y = percentage.
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Major differences were that he would marry some 3–5 years older than his female

counterpart and would not leave his parents’ household. He usually would leave only after

one of his younger brothers married and his wife had borne a child. He would not learn any

trade but become an agro-pastoralist peasant like his father and ancestors. In contrast to his

wife, who was younger than he was, he would probably die in the multiple household in

which his married youngest son also lived. He would experience the longest period of

household complexity after his marriage and in old age when his sons had already married.

3. A Christian man would experience completely different household constellations

throughout his life course. He would be born into a simple family or, less likely, into an

extended family consisting of his parents and his father’s mother. His youth would be spent

in a simple family. Once he reached the age of 14, his father would send him to a master

shepherd or craftsman for vocational training. After spending about 4 years as an

apprentice and four more years as a journeyman, he would become master craftsman or

shepherd. At that point, he would be allowed to marry if he already owned a house. His

parents together with his master would choose his bride. After marriage, he would move

into the new house with her. His daughters would leave his household immediately after

Fig. 2. Life courses of Orthodox women and men by household constellation (Široka lǎka, 1877). x = age cohort;

y = percentage
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marrying, while his sons might stay in the household for a short time after their marriages.

The youngest son would probably remain in the household. Usually the average Christian

male did not live long enough to see his youngest son become a father. Thus, he would

spend most of his life course in a simple family with possible extensions in the first months

and probably in the years after his own marriage and those of his sons. Only in old age was

a Christian male likely to live in a complex household.

4. The life course of a Christian female corresponded to that of a Christian male. She would

also be born into a simple or extended household and would grow up in a simple

household. She would not learn a trade, but would prepare for the agricultural and

housekeeping tasks of an adult woman and would help with the preparation of her

trousseau. Although she would not be allowed unrestricted contact with unrelated men, she

would be less restricted than her Pomak counterpart. Shortly before reaching the age of 20,

she would marry the man chosen by her parents. She would leave the parents’ household

either to join her spouse in the household of his parents or in his new house. She would

bear her children in the household of her husband. After the death of her spouse, she would

be in the care of her youngest son. In some cases, she would remain alone and her children

would take turns taking care of her. Thus, she experienced complex household structures

only for short periods throughout her life except for her last years when she would live

with her youngest son.

9. Conclusion

The case of the Rhodopes shows that in the Balkans different patterns of household

formation could be practiced in the same region and ecological setting. The main difference

was a much higher frequency of complex structures among Pomak than among Christian

households. A close examination of the principles of household formation, could demonstrate

that the main reason was the much lower marriage age among Pomaks; while both

communities shared other features of household formation. Both had a specific logic and

expectation of how households should be constructed. However, economic circumstances

could lead to results other than those ideologically prescribed. Pomaks had a strong affinity to

communal life, yet for pragmatic reasons, most of their households were divided before the

household head died. On the other hand, Christians preferred neolocality for postmarital

residency, although often it was not practical. Hence, complex Christian households also

existed. To understand household cycles, therefore, it is paramount to analyze the relation

between households and their wider social contexts. In the Rhodopes, households did not act

as isolated social units, but coordinated their endeavors in the framework of kinship, village

community, and professional organizations. Those networks were beneficial to the establish-

ment of new households, since they could supply labor and other means of support.

The tendency toward nuclear households and rather short-lived complex households in the

Rhodopes complemented the strength of the village community as a territorially defined social

group. A similar correspondence can be assumed for other parts of Bulgaria where the village
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community existed and most people lived in simple families, as well as for the Romanian

territories (Stahl, 1986, pp. 1–2). Solidarity and reciprocal relations within the village

community significantly lowered the risks of households falling apart in case of economic

failure. Under the influence of village communities, patrilinear kinship ideology gave way to

more stress on bilateral relations as well as territorial proximity. Households integrated into a

horizontal network of other households that would come to help in case of need. This pattern,

which was generally dominant in the eastern Balkans, was strikingly different from the western

Balkans where the main institutions of social organization were patrilinear, descent-based kin

groups (Kaser, 1995, pp. 178ff.). The large complex household of the western Balkans was the

smallest co-resident group of these larger units (tribes and clans) and had to provide the

necessary manpower in terms of sons to protect the household and descent group. Signific-

antly, ancestor cults also existed in this area of the western Balkans, whereas in the eastern

Balkans community-based forms of religious worship predominated, rather than descent-based

ones (Kaser, 1995, p. 216; for Bulgaria, see Hristov, 2001). In the eastern Balkans, the security

situation also seems to have been much better than in the west.

In the Rhodopes, the traditional pattern of household formation remained fairly stable until

the 1930s and 1940s, although life courses had already started to change considerably after

World War I. Underlying cultural principles of household formation, however, could adapt to

new economic and social conditions. The Communist drive for modernization finally

transformed the traditional household formation pattern, with the collectivization of agricul-

ture and industrialization of village life.
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